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TOWARD STRUCTURING CODE-MIXING:

AN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

Braj B. Kachru

O. INTRODUCTION.1 The formal and pr_gmatic aspects of language

dependency in linguistically pluralistic societies2 have yet to be seriously

studied by linguists. The term 'language dependency' presupposes that

there is a hierarchy of languages and that each language is assigned

a functional role (or roles) in a multilingual person's restricted or

extended spheres of linguistic interaction.

In South Asia,language dependency has resulted in linguistic con-

vergence of primarily two types. The first type may be termed co vergence

with the 'inner' language circle__ that is, within the South Asian lan-

guages. The second type m_y be termed the 'outer' linguistic imposition.

That means dependency on tho _ languages which are outside the South

Asian language periphery. Convergence within the 'inne ' language circle

has resulted mainly in two:processes, viz., the Axyanization of the

Dravidi n languages (e.g. Sridhar 1975) and the Dravidization of the

Indo-Aryan languages (e.g. Gumperz and Wilson 1971). The extent and scope

of such Aryanization and Dravidization has already been discussed in the

literature at various linguistic levels (see, for example, Emeneau and

Burrow 1962, Gumperz and Wilson 1971, and Sridhar 1975).

Convergence from the 'outer' circle involv-- several non-South

Asian languages; however, the chief manifestation of this type of con-

vergence is seen in the Persianization and also in the Englishization

(Anglicizati n ) of the languages of the 'inner' circle (B. Kachu 1975b).

Aviaspect of convergence with one language, English, of the 'outer' circle

forms the basis of this study.
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1.0 TWO ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE DEPENDENCY! "CODE-SWITCHING" AND

"CODE-NIXING". In a speech community, language dependency is shown in

two ways, among others. First a multilingual assigns axas of function

to each language which he uses to perform various roles. One might Say

that, by and large, the contextual units B. Kachru 1965) in which each

language functions are mutually exclusive, or dependent on the partici_

pants in a linguistically relevant situation. Secondly, language dependency

might result in developing new, mixed codes of communication.i



A good ow:vie of the first type of dependency results in what is

termed 'oode-switohing' (Gil-sperm 1964), In the literature this term has

been used to denote the functional contexts in which a mnitilingual

person makes alternate use of two or more languages. However, I am not

ooncerned with that particular phenomenon of languege dependency here.

The linguistic situation which I shall present here may be seen as

an outcome of both language contact and code-switching. In other words,

I op concerned with the formal manifestation of tho functional ioc vf.

several languages by a multilingual pereon. I shall use the term 'code-

mixing' for this aspect of multilingualism (B. Kachru 1975a and 1975b).

The term code-mixing° refers to the use of one or more languages

consistent transfer of linguistic unie from one language into

another, and by suck a language Mixture developing a new restricted --

or not so reatracted -- cods of linguistic interaction. Such 'mixed'

oodos hove developad in several language areas in South Asia. One such

very conmon code has been termed 'Hinglish'. Sore Persianized varieties

of South Asian langnages may also be considered mixed codes in the same
fi

AOSO (B. Kachru 3.97Eb). The transfer of units of one language into

another laaigmage is conditioned by several linguistic, pragmatic and

attitudinal oonsiderations. I shall return to thia point later.

The implications of code-mixing are sociolinguistically very

Important. In addition, this linguistic phenomenon also hes impliee _o

for language dynamics and language change (see section 6.0).

2.0. TOWARD STRUCTURING CODE-MIX1NG. In the current literature, the

discussion of code-mixing in South Asian languages is generally restricted

to presenting various attitudinal positions on using the device of code-

mixing in these languages (e.g., Raghuvira 1973). There are thus the'

arguments of the 'purists' and the 'eon-purists' in favor of their

respective positions concerning Suddh Hindi (High Hindi), Hindastani

or Bnglishized or Persianized H di. The,phenomenon of code-mixing has

4



yet to be viewed in a theoretical franework which would relate the

formal and functional aspects of such 'language-mixing' and view it in

a pragmatic perspective in terms of the linguistic needs of the speech

community which uses this language device for various types of interaction

within the speech community and also outside it.

In Firth (1957a and 1957b; see also fn. 3), and later in somewhat

modified form in Mitchell (1957), Halliday (1958), Ellis (1966) and

Kachru (1966) a schema has been presented toward delimiting texts with

reference to their contextually relevant categories and formal categories.

Firth has el4gested the following categories for the context of situation

of a text.

A. The relevant features of participants: persons, personalities.

Verbal actions of participants.

(ii ) Non-verbal actions of participants.

B. The relevant objects.

C. The effect of the verbal action.

Other features to be considered are:

A. Economic, religious, social st uctures to which participants belong.

B. Types of discourse: monologue, narrative.

C. Personal interchange: age of participants.

D. Types of speech -- social flattery, cursing, etc.

Let us now examine how this schema can be applied to the situa-

tion of code-mixing in south Asia. Code-mixing

is a role-dependent and function-dependent linguistic phenomenon. In

terus of role, one has to ask who is using the language,and in term of

function, one has to ask what is to be accomplished by the speech act.

In terns of role, then, the religious, social, economic and regional

characteristics of the participant in a speech act are crucial. On the

other hand, in term of function, the specialized uses to which the given

language is being put determines the code-mixing. In a sense, then, in

several linguistically relevant situations there is a mutual !Icp.ssInsI



between the formal characteristics of the language this case, a code-

mixed language) and its function.

2.1 Code-mixpg and the_context of situation : I shall att Lpt

discuss the phenomenon of code-mixing in the theoretical framework

of the 'context of situation' originally presented by Malinowski (1935)

and modified in linguistic terms by Firth (1957a and 1957b). I feel

encowaged to ,C1.0 so now Lince what were considered the linguistic 'sins'

of Firth only a decade ago see Langendoen 1968, espe-ially sectioio

2 and seem to have become the cardinal points of our current linguistic

paradigm. Consider, for example, the curr nt preoccupation with 'prag-

matios'. It may, therefore, be in order to take another look at the Firthian

concept of the context of situation with special reference to the phenomenon

code-mixing.

The concept, context of situation, provides a framework for re-

lating language use and linguistic form to the 'imnediate' linguistically

relevant situation and also to the 'wider' context of culture. Elucidating

the concept, Firth writes (1957b:175-76),3

The context of situation ... is not merely a setting,
background or 'backdrop' for the 'words'. The text in the

focus of attention on renewal of connection with an instance
is regarded as an integral part of the context, and is ob-

served in relation to the other parts regarded as relevant
in the statement of the context.

It seems to me that in order to provide linguistically and contextu-

ly adequate explanations for code-mixed language-types it would be ap-

propriate to relate such language-types to what I have earlier termed

'contextual units' (B. Kachru 1965).

By a contextual unit, we mean those features of a text which con-

tribute to its being assigned to a particular function. These features

6
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may be termed the contextual parameters of a text. These would comprise

linguistically relevant clues, such as the participants, their sex, their

position on the social, caste, or religious hierarchy. In abstracting

these categories we must concentrate only on those clues which are lin-

guistically justifiable. We might then view a .peech act in terms of clear

end-points which have, on the one hand, a time-dimension and on the other

hand, relevance with reference to the role-relationships obtaining among

the participants engaged in the speech act. Let me give two illnstratio -

to make this point clearer:

The speech function of grEsIiml or blessings have well-defined beginning,i

and ends. In addition, greetinu_ and blessings also provide clues about

the people involved in the exchange of such speech functions. One might

claim that, to a large extent, such speech functions are both language-

bound and culture-bound. On the other hand, the concept of register,

to a large extent, is language-free and culture-free, and the participants

are primarily bound together by language use -- for example, those who

use the register of law or aviation engineering. Note that code-mixing

seems to identify not on/y the use of the language but also the user, since

it involves both an attitudinal reaction toward a language-mixer and

also the registral use of language.

The appropriateness of a code-mixed language type to a specific

situation may be judged by contextual-substitution and textua substitu-

tion=

In certain contextual units, a multilingual person has the

possibility of a Choice between code-mixed (say Hindi and English or

Persian) or non-code-mixed languages. In suCh situations, the selection

of a particular 'code' is determined by the attitude of a person toward

a language (or toward a certain type of code-mixing), or the prestige

which a language (cr a type of code-mixing) has in a speech community.

7
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22 _ode-mi ing a for-al cohesion: There are several questions

which one ..ight ask concerning the fornai characteristics ef code-mixing.

The first questi is: What is the distinction between 'borr

code-m

ing' and

The second questio is: What a e the criteria for consider-

ing code-mxing functionally crucial for a speech co- unity? In other

words, how does one judge the functional and formal appropriateness of

code-mixing as Ian additional corruiiunicntivO device i-

mu ities?

Code-mixed latiguge types cart-easily be

extended borrowing

various peach com -

onsidered as amples of

restricted to the lexical level of a language.

Borrowing is the initial 't_p toward code-mixing. It is, however, net

the only criterion. In the case of several South Asian languages, bor-

rowing from Dutch, Portuguese, and French, for example, has not resulted

in any serious code-mixing. On the other h-nd, bor ing fr om English

and Persian has resulted in cultivation of special language types ( ee

Bahri 1960 and B. Kachru l975b).
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Formal appropriateness in code-mixing may be judged by using the

concept of formal cohesion. The formal cchesive characteristics --

lexical or grammatical -- mpy be abstracted from code-mixed discourse

types, register types or speech functions (B. Kachru 1966:268-69).

There is, therefore, a linguistic expectancy and dependency between the

formal characteristics and the functional characteristics of such (code-

mixed) language types. In other words, a particular type of lexical

and grammatical cohesion is associated with a specific type of discourse

or register as a speech-function.

3.0, FORMAL MANIFESTATIONS OF CODE-MIXING. In linguistic term code-

mixing involves functioning, at least, in a disystem, and as a consequence,

developing another linguistic code comprising formal features of two

r more codes. A linguistic code developed in this manner then develops

a formal cohesion and functional expectancy. In such a situation one

language functions as an absorbing language since the 'mixed' items are

generally assimilated into its system. One might then say that tbe

fmaction of code-mixed languages is between what is termed 'diglossia'

(Ferguson 1959) and code-switching. In a diglossia situation there is a

situationally-determined use of two codes, and the codes involved are

functionally mutually exclusive. Explaining this phenomenon, Ferguson

says that in such a situation,

. . . two varieties of language exist side by side throughout
the community, with each having a definite role to play.
(1959:429).

In code-switching, on the other hand, the functional domains of the

languages involved are determined by linguistically pluralistic situations,

say, for example, the Funjad-Hindi oode-switching in Mariana or in the

Punjab; or the Telugu-Dakhi Li code-switching in Hyderabad.

In a given multilinguaL situation, it is difficult to say that a

person will °ode-mix in only one or two acquired languages. The

tendency is to code-mix in all the languages in which a person code-

switchea with proficiency. Consider, for example, the case of Punjabi

and Hindi code-switching. In these languages, code-mixing is not

restricted to these two only, but involves English and Persian as well.
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3.1 Process of -ixin All discuss below the various linguistic

units and processes which are involved in code-mixing. The illustrations

of code-mixing provided below are primarily from Hindi and English.

(a) Unit In- ertion: This refers to the introduct on of a gram-

matical unit above a word (e.g. a noun phrase or a verb-phrase) in a

sentence from another langu ge.

NP Insertion

1. tenk va re dr prapt karne ki bhi yojna 8 3.75)

tank and radar procure doing of also scheme

'a scheme for procuring tanks and radar, too'

prezidant haus me, protokol hai, magar vdjib sa (D, 26.3.72)

president house in protocol is but desirable like

'The pre ident house has protoc 1, but it is desirable.'

VP Insertion

3. vipaksh dvara vRk Rut 7.3.75)

opposition by walk out

'opposition walks out'

Unit_HybEldli2a: This refers to the use of code-mixing

within a unit _.g. a noim phrase, a verb phrase, or a compound verb).

Consider, for example:

4. isliye cans lene ke sivd hamdre pas koi upay nahI tha

therefore chance taking of except our near any alternative not was

'There was no alternative before us except taking a chance.'

5 sarkas aur numay-n yaha phel hn (D, 17.6.73)

circus and exhi bition here fail are

'Circuses and exhibitions do not succeed here.'

6. tisre din kuch zarnri drapht táyp karvane the SH 13 6.71)

third day some important draft type do (caus.) were



'On the third day some impoitant draft- had to be tyPci.f

The process of unit hybrid, ation has deveinped into an extremelY

productive process for 'mixing' Indian languages such as Hindi-U

non-Indian languages English and Pe-° n. In Kashmiri an identi41

process is applied to code- ':ing with English and persian. fl

ing examples are illustrative: teb.al kursi 'table and chair',

'district co:- ittee'

llow-

rantbhavan 'school building',

'a president of the lialciva" (used in the sense of area)'. iS °1'oces5

is not medium-restricted and is common in both spoken and writteli lan-

guages. Let us consider some such hybridiz-3(1 items frOM Hindi=1"t1 here,

termed tecolDThis process i _ost productive in producirtz what are oUnd

66). EXOOlesverbs' and 'conjunct verbs' in Hindi-Urdu

of the first type are ex

Kachru

-
ect karna to expect', bore karna Ito .1,0171

sati karna te satisfy'. Examples of the second tYpe are holicla 1-

'to take a holiday', permission deng 'to grant permission'
12PY-S .-91..T1=5

'to grant a leave'.

(c ) Sentence Insertiori This refers to thr.. pro

a sentence of a language different from that of the discourse. It limy

be either an embedded- conjoined or appositional sentence. Th- f(311owin6

examples included sentences of English inse ted into Hindi d1scoul-

7. purdni hai to ky5. hug, Phain 10 hai, but I do not. 11-1te Ra

(121 7.4.
old is so what happened fine however

'Even if-it is old, it is fine; but I do not like Ba

7 .

8. parhne sIm5. kI bahut rucl hai vah kahti hai educ

studying i, Sima of much interest is she says

necessary for life (D, 9.4.73)

'Sima is very much interested in studies.

1 1

he s

is

10

Xhanna

ttca
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is necessary for lif

9. yah ek nazuk m5m15 hai, let's not t . k on sic] it ., 17.6.73)

this one delicate matter is

'It is a delicate matter; let's not talk about it.'

ldiom and C 1loatonInserton : The idioms and collocations

of English have generally a higher frequency of occurrence in code-mixed

Indian languages than, say, proverbs. The provert* of Persian are however,

in e ted in certain styles of Kashmiri (b-th spoker and itten ) and Hindu-

stani. Consider, for_ example, the following idioms.

10 aur parivartan ghar se -sura karlig5 bylaki charity begins at home

(D, 29.4.73)
and I changes home from begin will do because

'And I will initiate change from my horric because charity begins at home.'

11. ... apni bat ka samathan piuth is blunder kah kar karti hai (D 29.4.73)

own story of support

1

having said does Aux

.1 y, is Li he

12. suniye, p klm kaY'iye sah thik hoga after all Rome was

listen -n.) you erk do everything fine will be

not built in a day

'Listen, f you work, everything will be all righ after all,

Rome was not built in a day.'

13. maI kah raha hu ki one in hand is two in the bush

y ingam tha

'I am saying that one in the hand is worth two in the bush.'

14. tu ko h- ky ga y5 why do you cry over spilt milk sab thIk /to
#

_everything fine ie. Mil 50you to happen what

mssA4.. vv, 1 17.2 1r-1-1, 4 vs er 1 9



will be all right.'

15. aj kal kongres dog in the manger policy adopt kar rahi hai,

nowadays congress

12

Nowadays congress is adopting a dog In the manger polcy;

this isn't good.'

(e) Inflection en and edu lication: A number of English

and Persian borrowingsin South Asian languiges have undergone the inflec-

tional processes of the South Asian langua ;e in such code-mixing, e.g.

saktli ligEL v5.15. 'a person who possesses A sch001 degree' (D, 12.8.73).

A discussion on such inflection is presented in Bhatia (1967) and B. Kachru

(1975a and 1975b) for Engli:lh borrowings, and in Bahri (1960) for Persian

borrowings.

The process of reduplication, which is very common in South Asian

language, is applied to EngLish items to convey the semantic function

of indefinitization e.g.

16. us par savar ek Ulak kaksh gayi aur pacha,

that on riding one driver room in went and asked

petrol-vetrol bhar liya hai (D, 11.6.73)

petrol and the like filled has

'Axider went-inside the room.and asked if petrol
like had been filled.'

17. akting-vakting maI 1ra jang re (SH, 29.7.73)

acting and the like I what should know hey

gas

'Now do. I know acting a-d the like?'

13

and the
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3.2 Lexicaliza on: I shall use the term lexicalization'

refer to lexical infusion in a language from a lexical source (or sources

not native to that particular language, for example- English and Persian

lexical strata in Hindi or Kashmiri.

In South Asia this infusion has worked in several directions, e.g.

the Indianization of English (B. Kachru 1965 and 1966), and the Persianiza-

tion and Englishization of the Dravidian and Indo-Aryan languages (Bahri

1960, Sridhar 1975).

I shall mainly concentrate here on the type of lexicalization which

has resulted in introducing additional lexical strata in a language.

In several South Asian languages there are such co-existing lexical strata

whose use is to a large extent functiona14 determined. The role of these

co-existing (but functionally distinct) loxical itrata can be better ex-

plained in the framework of the contextual units related to the overall context

of situation. The choice of a -Larticular lexical strat.wri, out of the total

range is conditioned by appropriatene-- of several types, e.g. the partici-

pants' sex, religiel caste, and occupation.

The following examples from Sanskritized, Persinnized, and Englishized

verb formations with the structure V +oporator Y. Kachru 1968) are il-

lustrative.

Oanskritized

Erambh karnd
adhikar karnd
bhal_karnd
cinti karnE
dayE karng
ghring karng

Persianized

'sur171 karng

kabzE karnd
galatI karna
phikir karnd
raham karnE
naphrat karma

En lishized

begin karna
control karna
mistake karna
worry karna
pity karng
hate karnd

1 I

'to begin'
'to control'
'to make a mi take'
'to worry'
to pity'
'to hate'
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4.0 MOTIVATIONS FOR CODE-MIXING. '1! motivations for code-mixing

a-e primarily of two types, i.e. attitucina and linguistic. Howev

to a certain extent, these two tend to cver ap. The attitudinal and prag-

matic reasons for code-mixing are more cr 1 ss Ldentical to the reasons

which encourage code-switching. The question I am asking here is What

are the Unguistic motivations for code ixing? It seems te me that

basically there are three motivations: role id,2ntification, register

identification, and desire for elucidation and interpretation.

The parameters for role identification are social registral, and

educational. The languages which a multiliJguaL person 'mixes' contribute

to placing him in the hierarchy of the social nfltwork in which he functions;

it also marks his attitude and relationship tot,ard the participants in a

speech act anrj consequently, the attitudes of the co,her participants

toward him.

I shall attempt to illustrate this point with reference to three

types of code-mixing current in India and the attitudinal consequences of

each of these. First, we look at the code-mixing of a South Asian language

with English. In attitudinal terms this is mark of modernization,

high socio-economic position, and identLty with u certain type of elite

group; and in stylistie terms it -arks what may be termed 'deliberate'

style. It is used as a -arker of 'modenization' or to mark the registral

features of special language types. Secondly, we examine the features

of the code-mixing of a South Asian la age with Persian. This identi-

fies a Person in terms of his religion und/or occupation. However, on

the cline of modernization this type of code-mixing is lower than code-

mixing -ith English. Stylistically, th.. more Pe so-Arabic influence one

shows, the more exclusive the style becomes in terms of the participant

15
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and role. The Perso-Arabic style is, h wever widely used in the legal

register. Third, we look at the code-mixing of South Asian languages with

Sanskrit. This again is a religion and caste-marking feature; and,to

some extent, it is also a marker of exclusiveness. In stylistic terms

it is identified as panditRu ( 'pedantic') style.

A large number of South Asian languages have developed these three

linguistic role-identifying code-mixed styles -f language. Consider,

for eXample, Bengali (Dil 1972), Hindi (Bahri 1960, Bhatia 1967, B. Kachrd

1975b), Kannada (Sridhar 1975), and Kashmiri (B. Kachru 1973).

It seems to me that it might be more insightful to characterize

several Indian languages and dialects on the basis of the type of code-

mixing involved in each caste and religious dialect, rather than simply

on the basis of caste and religion per se. However, in certain .speech

communities a neat dichotomy and dategorization is not possible, e.g.

in Kashmiri.

The use of the terms 'registe identification' and 'registral char-

ac eristics' with refezence to code--Axing needs further explanat on.

It can be demonstrated that one formal clue for the identification of

Various 'register-types' is the type of code-mixing involved. For example,

in the case of Hindi code-mixing with English is an essential distinguish-

ing feature of technological, scientific, and some restricted newspaper

registers, e.g. sports reporting. The following are illustrative.

20. Anresh apni kuch medikal ki kitabb-, drag kampani14 ke

Amresh own some medical oftlooks drug company-I-pl. of

ketalag ke pulinde, stetheskop sambale 4.72)

catalogue of bundles stetheocope holding

16
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'Amresh, with some medical books, with bundles of catalogues
of drug companies, and holding a stethesccpe,

21. a ye, glaiding karg, dill ke glaiding klab

come ,gliding do Delhi poss. gliding club in

'Come on, let's do gliding in the gliding club of Delhi!'

7 .

22. daktar sahib ap us mitlng prezant nahl the. bada
--.

Doctor Sahib you that meeting an present neg. were very

ihtresting diskihan hua. spikar ke point aph

ihterest ng disc ion occurred speaker poss, point of

viv se agri nahi kar saka aux mai ne phorsPhul

view from agre( neg, do was able and I ag. forceful

spic delivar ki. audiyans vaz mvd kemplitli

speech deliver did audience was moved completely

and the havs vaz in my phevar. (i3hatia 1967:56)

and the house was in my favor

'Doctor Sahib [mode of address], %Were You not Present at that
meeting. There was a very interesting discussion. I did

not agree with the point of view of the spoaker, and I de-
livered a forceful speech. The audience vas completely moved,
and the house was in my favor.'

23. aiknamiks ek aisa sabjakt hai jiski ütil± de tu de

economics one such subject de whose utility day-to-day

laif m riyalaiz kl g sakti hai

life in realize do go be able is [passive construction]

'Economics is such a subject that its utility can Ye
in day-to-day life.'

In elucidation and interpretation, code-mixing provides two types

of clues. First, in several South Asian languages, LalELEL stability

is yet to be attained; therefore, English or Persian is used

realized

to elucidate

a term or a concept. Secondly, English or Persian is used as a device

7
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for rHducing he posqibility of ambiguity in a construction. Consider

the following:

24. ... yah thos karban dayaksiid arthat saithi baraph 7.11.71)

this solid carbon dioxi.ie meaning dry ice

'This solid carbon dioxide, by whicil we mean dry ice'

25.jahã glaiclar ko sahEra rah jata hai, keval tharmal

where glider to support remain Aux. only thermal

karaq kã arthat garam havaZ kI tarande (D, 17.6.73)

current poss. meaning hot minds poss. waves

qat places where] the glider gets only the support of a thermal
current, by which we meanidtwesof hot wlyld'

26. hamarI rajniti ij bnI anek ghopciao tatha samajvadi

our politics today also many slogans and socialist

EciambarZ ke bEd bhi maltah visi varglyE hai 17 2.72)

pretences r_tter also even mainly elitist is

'in spite of many slogans and socialist pretences _on inues
to be elitist'

27. ... m al bar bar tamrsa yE lila ke rap ko D, 26.5.74)

I again again scene or miraclP poss. form obj.. marker

e items arthEt 'meaning' and a ,0 ' introduce an elucidation,

translation, or technical equivalent in another code.

5.0 CONSTRAINTS ON CODE-MIXING: A CLINE OF ACCEPTABILITY. There

seems to be a cline of acceptability in code-mixing. Code-mixing is not

an open-ended process either grammatically or, lexically (especially in

collocating lexical terms). The gramatical constraints, however, are.

18
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not necessarily of the typo that yields 'yos or judiients. The re-

action tow- d the code-mixed construction is in the ature of 'sure',

Ty depends', 'no' or a response of Tit Iffl-an odd mixing' The fol-

lowing constraints are illustra ive.

1. Rank-Shift Contrairt The rank-shifted constructions are

not from English.

*vah kitab ',nich is the table meri hai

that book mine is

29. *merá vah amrlkI dust who lives ;11 Chicago aj hamare ghar ayega

my that Ameican 'lend today our house will come

Con'unction Coistrain : in od -mi.ang of South Asian language

the English conjunctions nd, or. etc., are nnt used to conjoin non-English

NP's or VP's.

30. and :vim iye iC

Ram and Shya_

31.*mal. usko abgr but diya nahl

I him+obj. wspaper would give but gave neg.

Rote, however, that cpnio ning two sentences from t-o languages is common.

Consider

32. bhaI, khand khao and let us go.

brother 'mode of addres Dd eat ...

John abhi aya nahI but I must wait far him.

John right came neg. but ..

Note that the conjoining aro from the BEM(' language from which the

conjoined sentence is introduced. The following

fore, not the prefer ed c':'nstructions.

34.* bhai khana khao, aur let us go.

brother. food eat and . f4

sentence; a e ) there-

1 o
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35. *-hn aya nahl 1,Ain I Hust wait for him.

John right now came neg- but

In the use of conjunction markcrs in code-mixing, a distinction

must-be made between those languag% trne iterv of which have been completely

assimilated _.g. Persian in Kashmiri) and those the items of which have

yet to be assimilated (e g. English i Kashmlri). The Persian conj-- tion

markers are very frequent in Hindi ang Kashmiri and native speakers of these

languages are hardly aware of their s,mrces.

4. DW armtner Constraint: There are several constraints on the

items wh ch can be code-mixed in a noun phrase in pre-head positions.

36. * vahl five sundar laklyá parh rah! thl (numeral).

these.... beautiful girls reading were

37. *tum_this sundar larki ki bat kar rahe the? (Demonstra ve).

-you .... beautiful girl of talking

5. Complementizer Constraint: There are some co nstraints on

code-mixing in complementizers. Consider the following:

(a) If the two sentences are from the 'same source languages, a

complementizer from another source Is not insert d.

38.* mulhe lagta hai that ram kal ayegg.

to me seems aux .... Ram tomorrow wIll come

(b) GIven two sentences from two sources (say, Hindi and English)

the preference is given to a complementizer f om the language used in

the first sentence, e.g.,

39. muihe lagti hai ki rn will come tomorrow

tome seems aux that Ram

2 0



This is especially true with erlos of perception, e.g. sunna 'te hear',

cna 'to think', or verbs of saying, e.g. kahna 'to say

20
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batana 'to tell'.

6.0 LANGUAGE DYnAEICS AND LANGUAGE CHANGE. The last question

I would like to consider here is that of the influence of code-mixing on

South Asian languages. There is a long tradition of code -ixing among

Persian, English, and the languages of the South Asian subcontinent.

Code-mixing has initiated two major processes which have resulted in lan-

guage change. The first process is that of Persianisation and the second

that of Englishization. As a result of these two processes, the South

Asian languages have been influenced at all of the linguistic levels.

6.1 D-2(2r12Lait: Ther- are several studies which discuss the as-

similation of Persian and English loanwords in the phonological system

_f South Asian languages for details, see Bahri 1960, Bhatia 1967, and

B. Kachrn 1975b).

6.2 Lexis; As already noted, there is mutual expectancy between

the choice of the lexical range and the register or discourse types.

Th,e Sans_ it lexical spread is associated with the fields of literary

criticism, philosophical writing, and with certain types of broadcasting.

In certain languages Teluguy the Sanskrit source items also mark

a distinction between the formal and 22112aliaL styles of language. The

English source items have high frequency in the registers of the social

sciences and technology.

6.3 Syntax: Sy and large, the syntax of a language is more re-

sistant to change than are the other levels of language. So far, very

little reseP-:h has been done to investigate the impact of code-mixing

2 1



and code-switching on the syntax of South Asian languages. The following

syntactic characteristics of Hindi are, however, attributed t-

fluence of English or Persian.

the in-

) SVO structure: The surface word order of Hindi is SOV,as

opposed to the SVO order of English. In recent years in various styles

of Hindi there has emerged a tendency to use an SVO structure (Mishra

1963:175-77; Tiweri 1966:296-300).

Im ersonal consturctions: Traditionally, in Hindi active forms

are used where English uses what are ter ed 'impersonal eensturctions',

e.g. it is said, it has been learn d. In Hindi the translation -viva-

lents' of these English constructions re kahte h4, sung hai. However,

in the newspaper register of Hindi it is not uncommon to find construe-

tions such as kahd jatd hai 'it is said' dekha gayg hai 'it has been

seen', or sund gay5 hai has been 11,!ra d'.

(c) indirect s eech: Traditionally, in Hindi disco-use, the

distinction between direct and indir speech is not made. In modern

prose this distinction has been introduced, e.g. NP said that he will

read, as opposed to NP said_that I wil read.

d) Post-head modifier 12: Th- development 12 'who' con-

21

ruction in Hindi in the post-head poditi is attributed to the influ

ence of English by some scholars (e.gTiwari 1966:293)1 which other scholars

believe that this construction may 110/.1 develcied due to the Persian

influence (e.g. Guru 1962:530-31). CooaidJe: for example,

40. vah larkd jo tebal par baithE hai merg bhal hai
.

that boy who table on itting is my brother is

'The boy who is sitting on the table is my brother.

Passivization with dvfird: In Indo-Aryan languages there is



a tendency to delete the agent in passive constructions. This applies

to Hindi. The agentive construction with dvarE 'by', which is now fre-

quently used, is considered an influence of English. Consider, for example,

41. yah natak bhartendu dvdra likha gaya hai

this play Bhartendu by written went is [passive constructi

'This play has been 4 'tten by Bhartendu.'

Parenthetical lauses: There are two views on the development( )

of parenthetical clauses in Hindi. Some scholars claim that the intro-

duction of these clauses i due to English influence. Others disagree

and consider these as typically Indo-Aryan constructions. Such clauses

are also pres nt in Lalluj Lal's 1763-1835) prose. (See also Ti ari

1966:297-98; for the Persian influence on HIndi syntax, see ibid 294-

ilar effects of English and/or Persin influence may be traced

in other South Asian languages, too. Consider, for example, the word

order

result

of Kashmiri. The prefer ed. word order is SVO, which seems to be a

f the influence of Persian. This is especially tr e of the lit-

erary style (B. Kachru 1973).

7.0 'SWITCHING' WITHOUT 'NIXING': We still have to find methodological

techniques to structure some as _cts of code-mixi_g for which one does

not necessarily find formal cvi(ence. I have earlier used,the term 'slt t'

for this proc,!ss Kachru 1965:402-3). The process of shifting does

not _e Ilt in the surface realization of code-mixing. But two languages

which participate in the processes of code-mixing and code-switching

also go through the process of shifting. This manifests itself in loan

shifts and loan translations. In South Asia this process works in both

dir- tions. On the one hand, it is used to Indianize the English lan-

23
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guage B. Kachru 1965, 1966), and on the other hand, _t is used to English-

ize the South Asian languages (B. Kachru 1975b). Consider, for example

loan translations such as the following: iLt Vudh H 13.6.71) and

prem-trikon (ibid ), the tanl1t1on euiva1ents f the English cold

war and iove-trian Ie, respectively. The process ot shift from English

is used in several registers of Hindi. In addition, a number of such

for ations are used in Hindi specifically in those contexts which are

relevant to western culture, e.u. suprabhdt 'good morning', karmadan 'hand-

shake', madburàt 'honeymoon'.

8.0 CONCLUSION: It seems to me that ictecI date on code-

mixing presented above show that in any descriptively adequate statement

on code-mixing the interrelationships cf role, form, and function are

crucial. It has been argi_ d that a stLement which includes context as

a congruent level for such a lc iguage contact situation as exists in code-

mixing is not only relevant but also n cessary for an insightful under-

standing, in functional terms, of such uses of language, which some scholars,

in India and elsewhere, have termed 'odd-mixing' because such a 'mixing'

is not supposes to occur in the 'pure' or 'standard' langu ge (Raghuvira 1973).

In present sociolinguisti.e research it may be worth Our while to

investigate how the Firthian colcepts of 'the eon --xt of situation' and

of the 'renewal of conn cti n' between form and function can be used

to achieve a more insightful understanding of language contact situations

and linguistic interaction. After all, it may be recalled that what is

termed 'sociolinguist on this ido _f the Atlantic has always been

part f 'general linguistics' a the other side of the ocean. That a process

of rethinking has started is obvious in the following observation of Labov



(1970:152):

In rocent years, there has developed an approach to
guistic research which focuses upon language in use within
the speech community, aiming et a linguistic theoXY adequab
to account for this data. This type of research has sometlirtles

been labelled as 'sociolinguistics', although it is some-Oat
misleading uso of an oddly redundant term. Chi

in a social context, communicating their needs,

i bein
ldirdeenasr:::

in isolation do not use language; t is used hUman

:d
emotions 1 o one another. The egocentric monol ogues of clici3i en
appear- to be secondary developments derived from the socia-
use of language (Vygotsky 19 (2:19) and very few people spen4
much time talking to themsel es. It is questionable whetliek-

sentences that communicate nothing to anyone are a part of

language. In what waY, then, can 'sociolinguistics' be con,
sidered as something apart from 'linguistics'?

F auputa. aBi41169 cAolvdph
NOTES

1Terms such as 'unit", 'register-, and 'rank shift' have beQ4 used
here in the sense in which they are used in Halliday 1901.

2Note that in such codes one ctn also include sPecialized des
such as pidgins and crcoles.

3For further discussion see relevant .sections
01411.t

in Firth 193-

1937 and tho following papers in Firth 9574 'The technique of ics
'Modes of meaning', and 'General lingu1sti60 and descriptive grJT. r t
There is also discussion on it in Ellis 1965, Halliday 1999, B. Qiiru

1966, Lyons 1966, and Mitchell 1957.

4
I have used the following abbreviations for the sources °C lus,

trations given in this paper: D, Dbari, Bombay; NBT, Nav 0141.,lat.

Times New Delhi; S Sarita,New Delhi; ,c1=1 qL2L4_1211. Hindustan- QW an
_ De_
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